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ABSTRACT Biological membranes are constantly exposed to forces. The stress-strain relation in membranes determines the
behavior of many integral membrane proteins or other membrane related-proteins that show a mechanosensitive behavior.
Here, we studied by force spectroscopy the behavior of supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) subjected to forces perpendicular to their
plane. We measured the lipid bilayer mechanical properties and the force required for the punch-through event characteristic of
atomic force spectroscopy on SLBs as a function of the interleaflet coupling. We found that for an uncoupled bilayer, the overall
tip penetration occurs sequentially through the two leaflets, giving rise to two penetration events. In the case of a bilayer with
coupled leaflets, penetration of the atomic force microscope tip always occurred in a single step. Considering the dependence
of the jump-through force value on the tip speed, we also studied the process in the context of dynamic force spectroscopy
(DFS). We performed DFS experiments by changing the temperature and cantilever spring constant, and analyzed the results
in the context of the developed theories for DFS. We found that experiments performed at different temperatures and with
different cantilever spring constants enabled a more effective comparison of experimental data with theory in comparison
with previously published data.
INTRODUCTION
Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) are biological model
membranes that constitute suitable systems for both funda-
mental and technological studies (1–3). In particular,
they can be studied by many surface-sensitive techniques,
such as ellipsometry, waveguide spectroscopies, x-ray and
neutron reflectivity, and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
(1). Among these techniques, AFM allows one to perform
imaging and force spectroscopy analysis (4,5) simulta-
neously on a given area. In the framework of SLBs, the force
spectroscopy technique is exploited to probe both the
mechanical properties of the bilayer at the nanoscale in
terms of elastic constants (6) and the force at which the
tip, pressing on the membrane, punches through the bilayer
by a collapsing mechanism (7–9). It was recently shown
that the punch-through force value is related to the temper-
ature of the lipid bilayer (4,10). The process of tip penetra-
tion is indeed favored by fluctuations in the bilayer. Ideally,
the punch-through phenomenon can be assimilated to a
two-state reaction in which the initial state is represented
by the tip in contact with the bilayer, and the final one is
given by the tip in contact with the substrate (11,12). The
penetration process may depend on the internal structure
of the lipid bilayer, such as the degree of coupling between
the two leaflets. In this context, it would be interesting
to relate the features of the tip penetration process to the
internal organization of the bilayer. Moreover, the reaction
at issue is controlled by the application of a force and, as
such, it may depend on the rate of force application. On
the basis of this consideration, it would be interesting to
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study the stress-strain relation of lipid bilayers at dif-
ferent indenting tip speeds. Such an analysis could help
elucidate how a lipid bilayer responds to forces applied at
different rates. At the same time, because of the correlation
between punch-through experiments performed at different
tip speeds and the more general area of dynamic force spec-
troscopy (DFS), the theories developed to interpret DFS
experimental data could be tentatively exploited to recon-
struct the energy landscape for the punch-through process
(13,14). The inferred parameters could be compared with
the typical features obtained for the analogous processes
of pore formation or fusion in lipid bilayers (15,16).

Several experimental works have shown that in certain
aspects, SLBs may exhibit a different behavior with respect
to unsupported lipid bilayers (17,18). This difference has
been attributed mainly to the strong asymmetry between
the two leaflets induced by the presence of the solid substrate
in the neighborhood of the proximal leaflet (i.e., that nearer
to the substrate), with the distal one (the leaflet facing the
bulk aqueous solution) being influenced to a smaller extent
by the presence of a substrate (19,20). The asymmetry of
the two leaflets could affect the degree of their coupling,
the mechanism of which is currently the focus of many
experimental and theoretical studies (21,22). Moreover, the
interleaflet coupling could also determine how a lipid bilayer
reacts to a deformation stimulus applied to either of the two
leaflets. It has been demonstrated that, depending on the
specific preparation conditions used for the SLB, two phase
transitions from the liquid disordered to the solid ordered
phase can be observed. The preserved memory of the
preparation conditions is related to the deposited number
of lipids, which is affected by their area per lipid and
consequently by the temperature. The two transitions can
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.05.039
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be attributed to the independent behavior of the two
uncoupled leaflets (18,23) or to an interdigitation effect of
the two leaflets at high temperature (24). At the same time,
it is possible to prepare SLBs that show only one transition,
with the two coupled leaflets presenting in register domains.
When a force is applied to an SLB by an AFM tip, the
reaction of the bilayer can be affected by the degree of
coupling of the two leaflets, and in turn, the degree of the
eventually induced coupling will depend on the speed of
the indenting tip.

If the punch-through process is described as a mechano-
chemical reaction whose energy landscape is characterized
by two equilibrium states (the tip on top of the bilayer and
the tip in contact with the underlying solid substrate) sepa-
rated by an energy barrier, we can assume that the effect of
an applied force is equivalent to a reduction of the reaction
activation energy (13). As a consequence, the rate of escape
from the initial equilibrium state will increase with the
applied force. If we could quantitatively relate the decrease
of energy barrier to the applied force, we could obtain the
dependence of the process rate as a function of force. These
considerations were developed in a pioneering series of arti-
cles in which both a continuum nucleation model based on
the analogy with the pore formation process in lipid bilayers
and a molecular model were discussed (11,12,25). The two
models, fitted to experimental data, can provide estimates
for the thermodynamic parameters of the punch-through
event. Experimental data involve both the distribution of
forces for the rupture process at a given tip speed and the
dependence of a statistical parameter of the distributions
(typically the most probable force or the average force)
obtained for different tip speeds. In the analogous context
of DFS, previous investigators obtained the rate of escape
from a potential well using the Bell-Evans phenomenolog-
ical model (13,26), by quantifying the decrease of the acti-
vation energy with force as the product of the force and the
distance of the transition state from the initial equilibrium
state along the pulling coordinate. In this model, if the force
is increased linearly with time according to the relation F ¼
kvt (where k is the elastic constant of the cantilever, v is the
tip speed, and t is the time (kv is the loading rate)), a plot of
the most probable force required to cross the barrier as
a function of log vwill result in a linear trend (14). However,
for some systems, it has been found experimentally that the
relation between the most probable force and speed does not
increase logarithmically as expected (27). The reason for
this behavior is unclear. In some cases, the existence of
two barriers has been evoked to explain experimental results
in which two different linear trends have been obtained in the
most-probable-rupture-force versus log v plot (28). In other
cases, the nonlinear behavior has been interpreted as an
evidence of the inadequacy of the Bell-Evans model to
describe the complete dynamic range of the reaction mech-
anism (27). As a result, more sophisticated models, such as
the Dudko-Hummer-Szabo (DHS) model, have been intro-
duced. The Bell-Evans model represents a particular case
that is valid in a limited range of force increase rates (29–31).

In this work, we studied by force spectroscopy the punch-
through event across an SLB as a function of its preparation
conditions and temperature. This analysis allowed us to
establish the role of the interleaflet coupling in the mechan-
ical properties of lipid bilayers. The punch-through process
studied as a function of indentation speed prompted us to
use different theoretical models in an attempt to extract ther-
modynamical parameters for the punch-through phenom-
enon. The combination of DFS with changing temperature
and the use of cantilevers with different spring constants
also allowed us to simulate the extension of the probed tip
speed range. This strategy serves to improve the data anal-
ysis for this kind of experiment. In fact, a limiting aspect
of DFS is that the experimentally investigated tip speed
range is usually too narrow to allow a meaningful fit of
the different theories to data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lipid preparation

The lipids 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE)

and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-rac-(1-glycerol)] (sodium

salt) (POPG) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL)

and used without further purification. Chloroform was evaporated under

a flow of nitrogen while it was heated in a water bath at 50�C. Thereafter,
the sample was kept under vacuum (10�2 mbar) for at least 4 h to remove

the remaining chloroform molecules. Lipids were rehydrated in a buffer

solution of 450 mM KCl, 25 mM Hepes at pH 7 to obtain a concentration

of 0.25 mg/ml. The sample was sonicated at room temperature in an ultra-

sonic bath for 15 min, resulting in a homogeneous lipid suspension.
SLB preparation

SLBs were prepared by the vesicle fusion technique as described previously

(4). Briefly, 70–100 ml of the lipid suspension were deposited onto a freshly

cleaved piece of mica (SPI Supplies/Structure Probe) that was fixed on

a Teflon disc attached to a metal disc. The lipid suspension was incubated

for 15 min at the temperature of interest and then the sample was subjected

to extensive rinsing in the incubation buffer, followed by rinsing with the

imaging buffer. For the unsupported POPG and POPE bilayers, the main

phase transition occurs at �4�C and 19�C, respectively, at neutral pH.
Due to the presence of the substrate, the transition temperatures are shifted

to higher values (18). In previous works, we discussed the peculiarities

of SLBs relative to the particular aspects of the main phase transition

temperature and interleaflet coupling (18,32). In addition to the inherent in-

terleaflet coupling, the presence of the support and its interaction with the

proximal leaflet lead to a complex system of forces that affect the coupling

(33). In the literature, the interleaflet coupling has been related to the degree

of asymmetry in the lipid density between the two layers (34). The stronger

the asymmetry (the proximal leaflet has a lipid density higher than the distal

one), the weaker the coupling of the two leaflets. In supported POPG and

POPE bilayers in distilled water, the two leaflets are uncoupled (18), i.e.,

they behave independently. When the ionic strength of the solution and

the incubation temperature of the bilayer are increased, the interleaflet

coupling increases until the temperature-induced phase transition occurs

with the two leaflets displaying domains in register (18). Hence, depending

on the preparation procedure used for the SLBs, one can have bilayers with

coupled or uncoupled leaflets.
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Force spectroscopy measurements

Force spectroscopy experiments were performed with a Bioscope micro-

scope equipped with a Nanoscope IIIA controller (Bruker, Santa Barbara,

CA). We used a temperature-controlled stage based on a circulating water

bath on which we could mount the Bioscope head. The sample temperature

was continuously monitored by a digital thermometer Fluke 16 (Fluke,

Italy) equipped with a small K-thermocouple probe (Thermocoax GmbH,

Germany) in direct contact with the imaging buffer. The stability of the

temperature was ensured in the range of 50.3�C of the specified tempera-

ture value. Triangular silicon nitride cantilevers (Bruker DNP-S) with

nominal spring constants of 0.06 N/m and 0.24 N/m were used. We deter-

mined the elastic constants used to convert deflections into forces by using

the thermal noise approach (35). For each investigated tip speed, we

acquired >250 force curves with 1024 points. More details about the

force-curve acquisition procedure and the force-curve analysis are provided

in the Supporting Material.
RESULTS

Force spectroscopy on SLBs with different
degrees of interleaflet uncoupling

As a first step, we measured the punch-through force for
a POPE supported bilayer as a function of the preparation
temperature. We used two temperatures (15�C and 30�C)
that allowed us to obtain lipid bilayers with uncoupled
and coupled leaflets, respectively (18,31). We performed
the force spectroscopy measurements at 25�C in 50 mM
KCl solution. For samples prepared at 15�C, tip penetration
occurred in two steps, as shown in Fig. 1 a. The presence of
double jumps in force spectroscopy on SLB has already
been reported in the literature (25,36). However, in those
cases, the second jump was attributed to the presence of
Biophysical Journal 103(1) 38–47
a lipid monolayer/bilayer on the tip. Here, we provide
evidence that the two jumps result from the sequential pene-
tration of the two leaflets by the tip. When force spectros-
copy measurements were performed on bilayers prepared
at 30�C, tip penetration occurred in just one step, as shown
in Fig. 1 b. We also performed force spectroscopy measure-
ments on POPG supported bilayers prepared in the two
limiting situations of uncoupled and coupled leaflets. We
again obtained the two above-mentioned features of the
punch-through phenomenon. As an example, Fig. 1 c shows
a force curve obtained on an uncoupled POPG bilayer in
distilled water. Here, the presence of two punch-through
phenomena highly separated in the corresponding force
values is evident (see Fig. S2). When a POPG bilayer is
prepared at 20�C and the force curves are measured in
50 mM KCl solution, a different behavior is observed
(Fig. 1 d). At tip speeds < 600 nm/s, two punch-through
events are observed (Fig. 1 d, left). In this case, the force
value separation between the two punch-through events is
smaller than the case of Fig. 1 c (see Fig. S2). Instead, at
tip speeds > 600 nm/s, the punch-through event occurs in
only one step (Fig. 1 d, right). The tip penetration distance
in the latter case is almost twice the distance of each single
penetration step in the uncoupled leaflet. It should be
stressed that this situation is completely reversible. By
changing the tip speed, one can switch back and forth
over the two situations. The observed behavior points to
a possible independent sliding of the two leaflets induced
by the indenting tip. In fact, the single-step punch-through
mechanism at high tip speed shown in Fig. 1 d (right) could
be the result of an increased friction between the two leaflets
FIGURE 1 (a) Force curves obtained

on an uncoupled supported POPE

bilayer prepared at 15�C. (b) Force

curves obtained on a coupled POPE

supported bilayer prepared at 30�C.
(c) Force curves obtained on an un-

coupled POPG bilayer prepared at

15�C. (d) Force curves obtained on

a POPG bilayer prepared at 20�C for

tip speeds of 359 nm/s (left) and

930 nm/s (right). Cantilever spring

constant: 0.08 5 0.2 N/m.
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inhibiting the slipping of the distal leaflet on the proximal
one (see Supporting Material); thus, penetration would
occur only after both leaflets are modified by the tip. The
friction here is attributed to a sort of epitactic coupling
induced by interdigitation of the lipid alkyl chains (34).
Moreover, when two punch-through processes are present,
the degree of interleaflet coupling can be related to the sepa-
ration of the force values corresponding to the two events.

In some cases, the appearance of one or two punch-
through processes in the force curves depends on the
temperature. In Fig. 2 a, a series of force curves obtained
on a POPG supported bilayer prepared at 22�C is reported.
The sequence was obtained at 27�C in 50 mM KCl with
a tip speed of 598 nm/s. The curves show that the penetra-
tion through the bilayer occurs in a single step. The penetra-
tion distance of ~5 nm is consistent with the thickness of
one bilayer. The same feature is observed for all of the
investigated tip speeds (from 598 nm/s to 1200 nm/s).
Fig. 2 b reports a typical distribution of jump-through force
values for force curves obtained in the above conditions.
By decreasing the temperature to 24�C, the phase transition
region for the proximal leaflet is approached. If force curves
are measured at this temperature, two possible scenarios are
present. In some cases, penetration occurs just in one step,
whereas in other cases it occurs in two steps (Fig. 2 c).
We stress that the bilayer at 24�C is near its phase transition,
and it is possible that fluctuations in the bilayer continuously
shift the membrane from a coupled to an uncoupled state.
Remarkably, the most probable jump-through force value
in the case of the single step is about twice the value
obtained for the first event in cases where two of them are
present, as can be seen from the jump-through force values
distribution shown in Fig. 2 d. Even in this case, the same
behavior is observed for all of the investigated tip speeds.
In addition, considering one specific speed value, as shown
in Fig. 2 c, the force curves that display two steps show
a higher repulsive force contribution (before tip-bilayer
contact) than those with only one step (arrow in Fig. 2 c).
This effect could be related to the increased electric fields
experienced by the tip on the supported bilayer. The
increased electric field could be a consequence of the
increased local lipid density upon a transition to a solid
ordered phase.
DFS as a function of temperature and cantilever
spring constant

Considering the process of the AFM tip punch-through
as an activated and stochastic reaction, it is possible to
extract kinetic information about the rupture event by per-
forming experiments at different tip speeds. We therefore
performed DFS measurements on SLBs in different condi-
tions. Attempts to reconstruct the energy landscape by ex-
ploiting DFS are complicated by the limited tip speed
range that can be experimentally explored without intro-
ducing artifacts. To circumvent this limitation as much as
possible, we performed experiments at different tip speeds
on samples at different temperatures and using cantilevers
with different spring constants. This approach allowed us
to change the relative mechanical properties between the
FIGURE 2 (a) Force curves obtained

on a POPG bilayer at 27�C and tip

speed of 598 nm/s. (b) Jump-through

force values distribution corresponding

to the case in panel a. (c) Force curves

obtained on the same POPG bilayer as

in panel a, but at 24�C. The arrow

points to the region of the force curves

in which the electrostatic interaction is

increased. (d) Jump-through force

values distribution corresponding to

the case in panel c.
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FIGURE 4 Force curves obtained on a POPE supported bilayer as a func-

tion of temperature at a constant tip speed of 1200 nm/s. Each reported

curve is an average of >200 force curves. The overlaid lines highlight

the steepness of the contact region between the tip and the bilayer as an

indication of the bilayer deformability. Inset: AFM image of a POPE sup-

ported bilayer with a defect that allows one to measure the bilayer height.

The cross section shown in the lower part of the inset corresponds to the

horizontal line shown in the image.
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cantilever and the sample, and thus increased the possibility
of observing different regimes in the force versus log v
characteristics.

We assembled a POPE bilayer with coupled leaflets on
a mica substrate by incubating the sample at 35�C. Fig. 3
reports the dependence of the most probable punch-through
force value on tip speed for three temperatures: 27�C, 34�C,
and 38�C. In these experiments, tip penetration never
occurred in two steps, in agreement with the fact that the
two leaflets are coupled. Considering the punch-through
force values for the different temperatures, we observed
a significant decrease from 34�C to 27�C after an increase
from 38�C to 34�C. The decrease was due to the lipid
bilayer being in the phase transition region at 27�C, as
confirmed by AFM imaging (4). The trend of the most prob-
able punch-through force versus log(tip speed) depends on
temperature. At 38�C, we found an overall linear increase
of the force with log(tip speed). At 34�C, when the bilayer
was still in the liquid-disordered phase, we observed a linear
trend for low tip speeds, followed by a steeper trend for
higher tip speeds. At 27�C, the bilayer was in the phase tran-
sition region and the trend was again linear. These results
imply that, given the temperature of the bilayer and conse-
quently its mechanical properties (37), the possibility of
observing a deviation from the linear trend in the plot
depends on the investigated tip speed range. This means
that the values of the mechanical parameters of the sample
may determine the transition between different regimes in
DFS measurements (29,30).

Fig. 4 reports, for a constant tip speed of 1200 nm/s, three
representative force curves, each of which results from aver-
aging over 200 force curves obtained at three different
temperatures on the POPE supported bilayer. The inset to
the figure shows an AFM image of the POPE bilayer with
a defect that allows us to measure the height of the bilayer.
FIGURE 3 Most probable jump-through force as a function of tip speed

for a POPE bilayer with coupled leaflets. The three sequences of data were

obtained at 27� (squares) (on liquid-disordered domains in the phase tran-

sition region), at 34�C (circles) and 38�C (triangles). The dotted line for the

data at 34�C is a guide for the eye, whereas the continuous and dashed lines

are linear fits to the data. The lines are guides to the eye. Spring constant of

the cantilever: 0.07 5 0.02 N/m.
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The feature is 5.4 5 0.3 nm. Considering the slope of the
contact region between the tip and the bilayer, it is evident
that when the temperature is changed from 38�C to 34�C,
the elastic constant associated with the bilayer deforma-
tion increases, as marked by an increased steepness of the
contact region of the force curve. However, at 27�C (i.e.,
in the transition state of the bilayer), the elastic constant
undergoes a significant decrease. This behavior establishes
that in the still liquid-disordered regions of the bilayer, not
only does the jump-through force value decrease, but also
the elastic constants of the bilayer at the nanoscale soften.

It is usually assumed that the viscous contribution is
negligible in force spectroscopy measurements on SLB
(38). In the Supporting Material, we compare the force
curves acquired at different tip speeds for the three investi-
gated temperatures to elucidate the possible contribution of
viscous effects.

We also studied the dependence of the most probable
jump-through force versus log(loading rate) on the canti-
lever spring constant value. In Fig. 5 a, the most probable
jump-through force value measured on the same sample at
different loading rates and with two cantilevers having
different spring constants is reported. It is evident that in
the case of the cantilever with a spring constant of 0.22 N/m,
in the low-force-loading region, an almost constant
value for the most probable jump-through force is found.
Conversely, this is not the case when using the k ¼ 0.08
N/m cantilever. Moreover, for the same loading rates, the
cantilever with the higher spring constant shows a higher
value for the jump-through force. We note, however, that
a quantitative comparison between different tips is not
completely feasible because the geometric shape of the tip
could determine the force required to jump through the



FIGURE 5 (a) Most probable jump-through

force as a function of the loading rate on a POPE

bilayer obtained with two cantilevers of different

spring constants (squares: k ¼ 0.22 N/m; circles:

k ¼ 0.08 N/m) (T ¼ 30�C). (b) Most probable

jump-through force as a function of the loading

rate on the same POPE bilayer in panel a, obtained

at two different temperatures (spring constant ¼
0.08 N/m). All of the continuous lines are guides

to the eye.
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bilayer. In Fig. 5 b, the data obtained with the cantilever of
lower spring constant on the same POPE bilayer as in
Fig. 5 a for two different temperatures (30�C and 33�C)
are reported. Even in this case, an almost constant value
for the jump-through force is obtained at 33�C for low force
loading rates, which is at variance with the results obtained
at 30�C.
DISCUSSION

In this work, we used atomic force spectroscopy to unravel
the details of the mechanical properties of SLBs. One
particular aspect of this investigation is the possibility of
observing two jump-through events across a single lipid
bilayer depending on the specific preparation procedure
for the bilayer. Several pieces of evidence indicate that the
presence of two jumps can in this case be attributed to the
sequential penetration of the two leaflets: 1) In some cases,
it is possible to switch reversibly from a single jump to two
jumps simply by changing the tip speed (Fig. 1 d). 2) The
overall jump distance obtained by summing up the two
jumps in the above case is similar to the distance of the
single jump case. 3) The appearance of one or two steps
in the punch-through phenomenon is strictly dependent on
the coupling between the two leaflets. If the two leaflets
are coupled, only one jump-through event is observed,
whereas in the case of uncoupled leaflets, two events can
be observed. The first jump in the sequential penetration
of the two leaflets is most likely due to the distal leaflet.
This is mainly because the distal leaflet has a lower lipid
density with respect to the proximal one (20), and the
punch-through force value increases with lipid density in
the leaflet (39). These considerations are related to the
phospholipid rearrangement mechanism that is involved in
the tip penetration process. In fact, we can envisage at
least two cases: a penetration that mainly involves a lateral
sliding of phospholipids, and a penetration that involves
a compression of the lipid bilayer and a lipid rearrangement
similar to the formation of a lipid pore. In the first case, the
force curve behavior is mainly determined by the lateral
lipid area stretching modulus. In the second case, both
compression and the area stretching modulus will be
involved (see Fig. S3). Fig. 1 d shows that the appearance
of only one jump-through event or two events on POPG
bilayer with uncoupled leaflets depends on the tip speed.
At low speed, penetration occurs in two steps (the plot in
Fig. 1 d reports the force value of a single penetration),
the first of which is most likely due to the distal leaflet. At
higher speed, only one penetration event is present, and
the jump distance associates this jump-through event with
the penetration across the full bilayer. A possible explana-
tion is that a higher tip speed involves a faster slipping of
one monolayer relative to the other. The increased slipping
speed could result in increased friction force between the
two leaflets, leading to a coupled movement of the two
leaflets and a higher jump-through force. This scenario
bears an important biological consequence because it is
related to the possibility that the application of forces with
different rates to the lipid bilayer could differently affect
the activity of embedded integral membrane proteins that
bear mechanosensitive domains in just one of the two leaf-
lets (40). For example, the application of tension ramps to
a micropipette-clamped lipid bilayer usually involves an
instantaneous transmission of the tension to the lipid leaflet
that is directly clamped by the pipette (41). The transmis-
sion of the same tension to the other leaflet could be related
to the rate of the tension ramp and the degree of interleaflet
coupling. In fact, previous experimental results show that
interdigitation, one of the possible coupling mechanisms
for lipid leaflets, can be relevant in phenomena such as the
flow of one leaflet over the other, even in the case of chains
with no difference in length (34). It has been demonstrated
that a big difference in the surface density of lipids in the
two leaflets is strongly correlated with a decreased friction
in the relative flow between the leaflets. This phenomenon
can be intuitively associated with an interdigitation of the
final portion of the chains, which is lower in the case of
a large difference in density between the two leaflets.

The possibility of observing two jump-through events
increases as the lipid bilayer approaches its phase transition
temperature. Fig. 2 shows that by decreasing the tempera-
ture to 24�C for a POPG SLB, it is possible to switch
from a single jump-through event to the presence of two
events. The bilayer at 24�C is near its phase transition,
Biophysical Journal 103(1) 38–47
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and it is possible that fluctuations in the bilayer continuously
shift the membrane from a coupled to an uncoupled state.
The characteristic fluctuations rationalize the two possible
cases of only one or two penetration events. The presence
of a phase transition could in fact favor the uncoupling of
the two leaflets. An interesting aspect of this case is that
the jump-through force for the coupled leaflets penetration
is about twice the value for the penetration of a single leaflet.
This behavior would suggest the presence of two similar
barriers that must be overcome. The two barriers could
be arranged in a series or in a parallel configuration. In
the parallel configuration, the force required to penetrate
the system would be twice that required for the series
configuration.

Fig. 2 c shows that the force curves on the POPG
bilayers, which are characterized by two penetration events,
also present an increased repulsive force when the tip
approaches the bilayer surface. It is well known that all
phospholipids, even zwitterionic ones, present a net surface
charge when organized in a lipid bilayer. The surface of
silicon nitride AFM tips is negatively charged in liquid.
As a consequence, for a negatively charged lipid bilayer,
an electrostatic repulsion force establishes when the two
surfaces are close to each other. Upon a phase transition
of the lipid bilayer/monolayer from a liquid-disordered
phase to a solid-ordered one, the lateral area per lipid
decreases by ~25%. Consequently, the lipid density and
the surface charge density increase. The latter parameter
again determines the electric field and the repulsion force.
This explains why the electrostatic repulsion increases
when the tip approaches a bilayer undergoing a phase tran-
sition to the solid phase.

The penetration mechanism of an AFM tip through an
SLB has already been successfully connected to the sponta-
neous formation of lipid pores (hydrophilic or hydrophobic)
(12). Most likely, the penetration of an AFM tip in an SLB
involves the formation of a larger hole with respect to the
spontaneous formation of a lipid pore in an unsupported
lipid bilayer. The connection results from considering the
role that fluctuations have with respect to the formation of
a hole. In the literature, the tip penetration process has
been successfully described by an energy landscape that
includes two equilibrium states separated by an activation
energy (12). This consideration prompts the exploitation
of DFS to try to shed light on the energy landscape that
describes the jump-through process in an SLB. An analo-
gous process was studied in the case of experiments on
lipid bilayer failure under the application of a tension
ramp in the plane of the membrane (42). Here, we per-
formed jump-through experiments on SLBs at different
loading rates and tried to interpret the data on the basis of
different theories developed for DFS.

Without considering any analytical details of the energy
landscape, a monotonically increasing value of the jump-
through force versus log(tip speed) is to be expected. This
Biophysical Journal 103(1) 38–47
consideration is based on the assumption of a random
walk of the system on the potential energy surface
describing the rising over the activation energy barrier,
and on the time allowed to the system for the landscape
exploration. In Fig. 3 we show that the most probable
jump-through force value increases with log(tip speed).
The measurement performed at 38�C shows a linear
increase of the most probable jump-through force with
the log(tip speed). The observed trend at 38�C suggests
that the process under investigation could be described by
a model in which the energy barrier for the tip penetration
decreases linearly with compression force. The phenomeno-
logical Bell-Evans model, which is based on the fact that the
reaction rate constant depends exponentially on the applied
force multiplied by the distance between the initial state and
the transition state, foresees a linear dependence for the
above relation. Obviously, the most critical experimental
drawback is the limited tip speed range that can be explored
to distinguish between different analytical dependences. We
then changed the temperature to 34�C. In this case, the rela-
tion between the most probable jump-through force and the
logarithm of the tip speed is not linear over the explored
range. Typically, in the context of the Bell-Evans model,
the presence of a change in the slope of the plot representing
a rupture force versus log(tip speed) is interpreted as being
due to the existence of more than one activation barrier. In
this framework, pore formation in unsupported lipid bila-
yers has been described as a two-step process in which the
first barrier is connected to the spontaneous generation of
a pore by fluctuations (related to defects) and the second
one accounts for the eventual evolution to an unstable
pore (43,44). This mechanism has been exploited to explain
experiments on lipid bilayer failure under the application of
a tension ramp in which the presence of two different linear
regimes in the F-versus-log(tip speed) plot was found (40).
In fact, at fast loading rates, the limiting factor is supposed
to be the formation of defects in the bilayer (the inner
barrier), whereas at slow rates, the limiting factor is
supposed to be the crossing of the critical pore diameter
during the lifetime of the defect (the outer barrier). Consid-
ering the results obtained at 34�C, we can state that our
experimental results, obtained by the application of a stress
perpendicular to the bilayer plane, are qualitatively similar
to those obtained by Evans et al. (42). Moreover, Evans
et al. pointed out that for shorter alkyl chains, the defect
formation frequency at constant temperature increases
and, as a consequence, the region of low dependence of
rupture force on loading rate expands to higher rates. Our
experiments seem to suggest that by changing the mechan-
ical properties of the bilayer according to a variation in
temperature, we are able to simulate an enlargement of
the effective tip speed range. The Bell-Evans model can
be applied to the different linear regimes to extract koff

0

and the distance to the transition state along the pushing
coordinate (Dx), where koff

0 represents the rate for the event
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(in this case, collapse of a lipid bilayer) to occur in the
absence of force. For lipid bilayers, it is connected to the
probability of hole formation, in the absence of applied
force, where the hole is large enough to allow tip penetration
(see Supporting Material for details). It is to be stressed that
previous works in the literature exploited the Bell-Evans
model to infer values for the energy landscape involving
the rupture or fusion events in lipid bilayer induced by
applying a force with an AFM tip (16,45). Butt and Franz
(12) developed specific models to describe the process of
AFM tip penetration through SLBs. The models predict
specific behaviors both for the jump-through force distribu-
tion at a specific tip speed and for the trend of the most prob-
able jump-through force as a function of the log(tip speed).
With respect to the phenomenological model, the models
developed by Butt and Franz introduce specific conditions
for the sample (in this case, the lipid bilayer) that allow
one to extract the activation energy for tip penetration.
In the Supporting Material we discuss the application of
different models to our experimental data.

The relevance of the mechanical properties of the lipid
bilayer for determining the jump-through force versus
log(tip speed) relation is further confirmed by the measure-
ment obtained at 27�C on the same POPE bilayer. At 27�C,
where the bilayer is in the phase transition region and
undergoes a softening behavior, the above relation is again
linear.

Fig. 4 shows that the elastic portion of the force curves
also undergoes a significant variation with temperature. In
particular, in the phase transition region, the contact region
is more compliant than it is at higher temperatures out of the
transition region. By applying a model developed by Das
et al. (38), we were able to fit the initial elastic contact
region of the curves by an analytical function to extract
the area stretching modulus of the bilayer (see Fig. S4).
We obtained the following values: 0.14 N/m at 38�C,
0.16 N/m at 34�C, and 0.12 N/m at 27�C. However, in
AFMmeasurements, we cannot exclude a possible contribu-
tion from the compression modulus. In general, given the
substantially constant volume of lipid bilayers, it is very
difficult to determine the possible deformation modes of
the bilayer separately. Our analysis of the possible viscous
contributions (Fig. S5) shows that, depending on the temper-
ature, a viscoelastic contribution in the force curves on
SLBs cannot be excluded. Moreover, considering the pres-
ence of viscous effects and the corresponding analysis of
Fig. 3 for the three different temperatures, it seems that
a deviation from a linear relation between the most probable
jump-through force and the log(tip speed) occurs when the
viscous effects are more prominent. The Bell model is valid
only for weak pulling conditions. It is possible that in the
presence of a strongly damped system, where viscoelastic
effects are evident, the Bell-Evans model is no longer valid
(27). In this context, many theoretical works have discussed
the interpretation of the appearance of a nonlinear relation
between the most probable (or average) breaking force
and the log(tip speed). Besides the interpretation based on
the presence of more than one energy barrier in the energy
landscape according to the Bell model, another analysis
based on Langevin dynamics demonstrated the presence
of different regimes even in the presence of only one
energy barrier. In particular, in the DHS model, we can
obtain an analytical solution for some specific analytical
functions that describe the energy landscape. We can then
tentatively fit the DHS theory to our data to obtain the
activation energy, the rate of the reaction at zero force,
and the distance to the transition state (Fig. S6). Here, the
change in temperature modifies the mechanical stability of
the system and allows us to probe an enlarged effective
loading rate range. Another fundamental aspect of the
phenomenological model is that the relation between the
rupture force and the log(tip speed) depends on the product
of the speed with the spring constant of the pulling or
pushing device. This result is a consequence of assuming a
very soft device. Both theories and experiments have shown
that this assumption is not always satisfied (46). In our case,
if we consider the spring constants obtained for the POPE
SLB and the cantilever spring constant, we must admit
that they are comparable. Moreover, the phenomenological
model neglects the possibility of rebinding during the
rupturing attempts. The possibility of rebinding becomes
relevant if a device with a high spring constant is operated
at low speed (47). We therefore studied the behavior of
the same POPE supported bilayer with two cantilevers
endowed with different spring constants. The results of
Fig. 5 a show that the jump-through force values obtained
for the two cantilevers are different. However, the observed
quantitative difference is not to be considered as being
entirely due to the different spring constants, because the
shape of the indenting tip could be relevant as well.
However, from a qualitative point of view, Fig. 5 a shows
that in the case of the cantilever with the higher spring
constant, in the low loading rate range an almost constant
value for the jump-through force is obtained. In the same
loading rate region, a plateau for the jump-through force
is not obtained for the softer cantilever. The presence of
a plateau is usually considered as a marker of the rebinding
phenomenon (47). At high loading rates, the qualitative
behavior of the two cantilevers becomes comparable. In
Fig. 5 b, we show the data obtained with the softer cantilever
on the same POPE bilayer at two different temperatures. In
this case, the low change in the mechanical properties of the
bilayer induced by the different temperatures in the jump-
through force versus log(loading rate) is more evident at
low loading rates. The obtained results could be interpreted
in the context of the comparison between the molecular and
device spring constants. When the temperature decreases,
the lipid bilayer becomes stiffer, and, in the comparison
between the molecular and the cantilever spring constant,
it is equivalent to a softer cantilever.
Biophysical Journal 103(1) 38–47
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CONCLUSIONS

Here, we used force spectroscopy to study SLBs prepared
according to different procedures. We have shown that, de-
pending on the interleaflet coupling obtained with the prep-
aration strategy for the SLB, the force curves on the bilayer
can show one or two penetration events. In fact, for un-
coupled leaflets, the tip penetrates sequentially through the
two leaflets, whereas in the case of coupled leaflets, the
jump of the AFM tip through the bilayer occurs in only
one step. Moreover, we found that the characteristic jump-
through force value on SLBs depends on the cantilever
speed, as in DFS experiments performed on other systems.
We therefore tried to apply theoretical models developed
in the context of DFS to our cases, and we discussed the ob-
tained results. We also found that the studied model system
is suitable for examining other relevant aspects raised in the
context of DFS. In particular, we showed how the tempera-
ture or the spring constant of the cantilever might be ex-
ploited to extend the effective loading rate range to more
reliably fit the theoretical models to the experimental data.
We observed deviations from the Bell-Evans phenomeno-
logical model that can be rationalized in terms of other
theories.
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